KaVo DIAGNOcam

Seeing is Believing.

KaVo DIAGNOcam
Images that change your world.

- Outstanding caries diagnosis
- Unsurpassed approximal caries identification
- Visual monitoring at its best

KaVo. Dental Excellence.
In this edition we have asked doctors who have attended the different programs, what they thought of their experience.

“Absolutely fantastic! One of the best speakers I’ve ever heard.”
Dr. Peter Hughes — Ireland

“Thank you for an excellent learning experience and for your kindness and hospitality. Excellent teaching and workshop activities. The facilities were most impressive.”
Dr. David Reaney — United Kingdom

“Facilities were not only suitable but amazing.”
Dr. Eduardo de la Torre — Spain

“I appreciated the excellence and teaching skills of Dr. Testori. Simply super!”
Anonymous

“Overall the course was more than what I expected.”
Dr. Catea Ionut — France

“Thank you for an excellent learning experience and for your kindness and hospitality. Excellent teaching and workshop activities. The facilities were most impressive.”
Dr. Monica Caleya Albiol — Spain

“In all aspects, it was a pleasure. I appreciated Dr. Testori excellence and his skills. Everything was perfect, thank you for the experience!”

APPLY NOW!
www.Clinical-Masters.com
Dr. Ricardo Diaz — Switzerland

“It was very interesting learning techniques that we can actually apply in our private practices.”

Dr. Thiago Traesel — Switzerland

“The hands-on with Dr. Pelekanos was very clinical, interesting and useful for daily practice.”

Dr. Frank D. Kannmann — Hungary

“It was very interesting learning techniques that we can actually apply in our private practices.”

Anonymous

“The hands-on with Dr. Mangani was very clinical, interesting and useful for daily practice.”

1 Year
Clinical Masters™ Program in Aesthetic and Restorative Dentistry
Dubai, United Arab Emirate | January 10–14 2013

6 Months
Clinical Masters™ Program in Advanced Implant
Munich, Germany | November 19–22, 2014

6 Months
Clinical Masters™ Program in Aesthetics and Restorative Dentistry
Munich, Germany | October 30 to November 2, 2014